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a b s t r a c t
Fail-stop signature (FSS) schemes protect a signer against a forger with unlimited
computational power by enabling the signer to provide a proof of forgery, if it occurs. A
decade after its invention, there have been several FSS schemes proposed in the literature.
Nonetheless, the notion of short FSS scheme has not been addressed yet. Furthermore, the
short size in signature schemes has been done mainly with the use of pairings. In this
paper, we propose a construction of short FSS scheme based on factorization and discrete
logarithm assumption. However, in contrast to the known notion in the literature, our
signature scheme does not incorporate any pairing operations. Nonetheless, our scheme
is the shortest FSS scheme compared to all existing schemes in the literature that are based
on the same assumption. The efficiency of our scheme is comparable to the best known FSS
scheme, that is based on the discrete logarithm assumption.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Ordinary digital signatures, introduced in the seminal paper of Diffie and Hellman [12], allow a signer with a secret
key to sign messages such that anyone with access to the corresponding public key be able to verify authenticity of the
message. Security of an ordinary digital signature scheme relies on a computational assumption, that is assuming that there
is no efficient algorithm to solve the hard problem that underlies the security of the scheme. This means that if an enemy
can solve the underlying problem, he can successfully forge a signature and there is no way for the signer to prove that a
forgery has occurred. To provide protection against such an enemy, fail-stop signature (FSS) schemes have been proposed
[17,31]. Loosely speaking, an FSS is a signature scheme augmented such that the signer can prove that a forged signaturewas
not generated by him/her. To achieve this property, the signature scheme is constructed such that there are many secret
keys that correspond to the same public key and the sender knows only one of the keys. An unbounded enemy can find
all the secret keys but cannot determine which secret key is actually used by the sender. In the case of a forgery, that is
signing a message with a randomly chosen secret key, the sender can use his secret key to generate a second signature for
the same message. This signature will be different with overwhelming probability from the forged one. The two signatures
on the same message can be used as a proof that the underlying computational assumption is broken and the system must
be stopped — hence the name fail-stop. FSS schemes provide unconditional security for the signer, however security for the
receiver is computational and relies on the difficulty of the underlying hard problem. FSS schemes in their basic form are
one-time primitives and so the key can be used for signing a single message.
FSS schemes and their variants have been studied by numerous authors (see, for example, [21–23,26–30]). The schemes
can be broadly divided into two categories: those based on the hardness of discrete logarithm problem and those based on
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the difficulty of factorization. The first scheme that uses factorization as its underlying hard problem was proposed in [17,
30]. However, the signing algorithm in this scheme is very inefficient. In [26,28], RSA-based FSS schemes were proposed.
These schemes are attractive because of the way the proof of forgery works, i.e. by revealing the non-trivial factor of the
modulus. Nonetheless, their signature size is quite long due to the underlying problem used.
1.1. Short signatures vs. pairings
In recent years, pairings have found various applications in cryptography and have allowed us to construct some new
cryptographic schemes (for example, [2–6]). To date, there exist three short signature schemes in the literature. In Asiacrypt
2001, Boneh, Lynn, and Shacham [6] proposed a short signature scheme (BLS scheme) using pairings on certain elliptic and
hyperelliptic curves. BLS short signature needs a special hash function, which is known as the MapToPoint operation [4].
This hash function is probabilistic and generally inefficient. Independently, in PKC 2004 and Eurocrypt 2004, Zhang, Safavi-
Naini and Susilo (ZSS) [33] and Boneh and Boyen (BB) [2] proposed a short signature scheme that does not require the
MapToPoint operation. The security of the ZSS signature relies on the k-CAA problem, whilst the BB signature relies on
the q-SDH problem. Furthermore, Boneh and Boyen proposed a variant of this signature scheme that does not require the
random oracle model, and the security of their scheme remains relying on the q-SDH problem.
Throughout the year, there are many short signature schemes with special properties proposed in the literature (eg. [3,
11,13,14,34]). Nevertheless, they use pairings as the essential tool of their construction. The short length obtained on these
signature schemes are essentially due to the implementation of the elliptic curve used which enables them to gain a short
signature (or shorter than the existing schemes in the literature).
Unlike the construction of regular signature schemes, unfortunately FSS schemes cannot really take any advantage from
the pairings. This is due to the fact that the enemy of FSS scheme is equipped with an unlimited computational power
and hence, the underlying problems proposed in pairings can be easily solved (such as Computational Diffie-Hellman
assumption, Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption, etc.). Therefore, the size of the secret key involved will remain the same
as the size of the secret key in the existing constructions based on either factorization and/or discrete logarithm problem.
Hence, constructions based on pairings will merely just moving from the existing factorization and/or discrete logarithm
problem to pairing group, which is not very interesting.
1.2. Our contributions
In this paper, we propose a short FSS scheme. Interestingly, our scheme does not incorporate any pairing operations (in
contrast to any other short signature schemes with/without special property that exist in the literature1). We evaluate the
efficiency of the scheme and show that it is as efficient as the most efficient discrete logarithm based FSS scheme due to
van Heijst and Pedersen [29]. We note that van Heijst and Pedersen’s scheme is the existing most efficient scheme based on
discrete logarithm assumption, while our construction is the most efficient FSS scheme based on factorization. In practice,
the length of the signature produced by our scheme is 302 bits, for the appropriately chosen security parameters.
1.3. Paper organization
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic concepts and definitions of FSS, and briefly review
the general construction and its relevant security properties. In Section 3, we present our short FSS construction based on
the factorization and discrete logarithm assumptions, and show that it is an instance of the general construction [17] and
hence has provable security. Interestingly, although our scheme relies on the factorization assumption, we use a special
type of modulus that allow us to achieve a short signature length. Our special type of modulus is used to build a group of
composite order with a prime-order subgroup. This type of modulus has been introduced by Brickell and McCurley [7,8] to
construct their identification scheme.We also provide some comparison between our scheme and the existing schemes. For
the other factorization based FSS scheme, we only select one of them [28] which represents the size of the signature scheme
that uses RSA as its underlying hard problem. We also explain the reason why this scheme is chosen instead of the other
schemes, such as [24,26,27]. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly recall relevant notions, definitions and requirements of fail-stop signatures and refer the reader
to [17,19,20] for a more complete account.
2.1. Notations
The length of a number n is the length of its binary representation and is denoted by |n|2. p|qmeans p divides q.
1 We note that there is no existing FSS scheme based on pairings that is more efficient or secure than the existing schemes in the literature yet.
Furthermore, several attempts have been made (eg. [9]) to further construct FSS based on pairings but unfortunately it was later shown to be insecure
[32]. Moving an existing scheme to the elliptic curve group is certainly possible but the result is not very interesting.
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The ring of integers modulo a number n is denoted by Zn, and its multiplicative group, which contains only the integers
relatively prime to n, by Z∗n . Let N denote the natural numbers.
2.2. Review of fail-stop signatures schemes
Similar to an ordinary digital signature scheme, a fail-stop signature scheme consists of a polynomial time protocol and
two polynomial time algorithms.
(1) Key generation: is a two party protocol between the signer and the center to generate a pair of secret key, sk, and public
key, pk. This is different from ordinary signature schemes where key generation is performed by the signer individually
and without the involvement of the receiver.
(2) Sign: is the algorithm used for signature generation. For a messagem and using the secret key sk, the signature is given
by y = sign(sk,m).
(3) Test: is the algorithm for testing acceptability of a signature. For a message m, a signature y and a given public key pk,
the algorithm produces a true response if the signature is acceptable under pk. That is test(pk,m, y)
?= true.
An FSS also includes two more polynomial time algorithms:
4. Proof: is an algorithm for proving a forgery;
5. Proof-test: is an algorithm for verifying that the proof of forgery is valid.
A secure fail-stop signature scheme must satisfy the following properties [17,30,19].
(1) If the signer signs a message, the recipient must be able to verify the signature (correctness).
(2) A polynomially bounded forger cannot create forged signatures that successfully pass the verification test (recipient’s
security).
(3) When a forger with an unlimited computational power succeeds in forging a signature that passes the verification test,
the presumed signer can construct a proof of forgery and convinces a third party that a forgery has occurred (signer’s
security).
(4) A polynomially bounded signer cannot create a signature that he can later prove to be a forgery (non-repudiability).
To achieve the above properties, for each public key, there exists many matching secret keys such that different secret keys
create different signatures on the same message. The real signer knows only one of the secret keys, and can construct one
of the many possible signatures. An enemy with unlimited computing power, although can generate all the signatures but
cannot determine which one is generated by the true signer. Thus, it would be possible for the signer to provide a proof of
forgery by generating a second signature on the message with a forged signature, and use the two signatures to show the
underlying computational assumption of the system is broken, hence proving the forgery.
Security of an FSS can be broken if (1) a signer can construct a signature that he can later prove to be a forgery, or (2)
an unbounded forger succeeds in constructing a signature that the signer cannot prove that it is forged. These two types
of forgeries are completely independent and so two different security parameters, k and σ , are used to show the level of
security against the two types of attacks. More specifically, k is the security level of the recipient and σ is that of the signer.
It is proved [17] that a secure FSS is secure against adaptive chosen message attack and for all c > 0 and large enough k,
success probability of a polynomially bounded forger is bounded by k−c . For an FSS with security level σ for the signer, the
success probability of an unbounded forger is limited by 2−σ .
In the following we briefly recall the general construction given in [17] and outline its security properties.
2.3. The general construction
The construction is for a single-message fail-stop signature anduses bundling homomorphisms. Bundling homomorphisms
can be seen as a special kind of hash functions.
Definition 2.1. [17] A bundling homomorphism h is a homomorphism h : G→ H between two Abelian groups (G, +, 0)
and (H, ×, 1) that satisfies the following.
(1) Every image h(x) has at least 2τ preimages. 2τ is called bundling degree of the homomorphism.
(2) It is infeasible to find collisions, i.e., two different elements that are mapped to the same value by h.
To give a more precise definition, we need to consider two families of groups, G = (GK ,+, 0) and H = (HK ,×, 1), and
a family of polynomial-time functions indexed by a key, K . The key is obtained by applying a key generation algorithm
g(k, τ ), on two input parameters k and τ . The two parameters determine the difficulty of finding collision and the bundling
degrees of the homomorphism, respectively. Given a pair of input parameters, k, τ ∈ N , firstly, using the key generation
algorithm, a key K is calculated and then,GK ,HK and hK are determined. For a formal definition of bundling homomorphisms
see Definition 4.1 [17].
A bundling homomorphism can be used to construct an FSS scheme as follows.
Let the security parameters of the FSS be given as k and σ . The bundling degree of the homomorphism, τ , will be obtained
as a function of σ as shown below.
(1) Prekey generation: The center computes K = g(k, τ ) and so determines a homomorphism hK , and two groups GK and
HK . Let G = GK , H = KK and h = hK .
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(2) Prekey verification: The signer must be assured that K is a possible output of the algorithm g(k, τ ). This can be through
providing a zero-knowledge proof by the center or by testing the key by the signer. In any case the chance of accepting
a bad key must be at most 2−σ .
(3) Main key generation genA: the signer generates her secret key sk := (sk1, sk2) by choosing sk1 and sk2 randomly in G and
computes pk := (pk1, pk2)where pki := h(ski) for i = 1, 2.
(4) The message spaceM is a subset of Z .
(5) Signing: The signature on a messagem ∈ M is,
s = sign(sk,m) = sk1 +m× sk2
where multiplying bym ism times addition in G.
(6) Testing the signature: can be performed by checking,
pk1 × pkm2 ?= h(s).
(7) Proof of forgery: Given an acceptable signature s′ ∈ G on m such that s′ 6= sign(sk,m), the signer computes s :=
sign(sk,m) and proof := (s, s′).
(8) Verifying proof of forgery: Given a pair (x, x′) ∈ G× G, verify that x 6= x′ and h(x) = h(x′).
Theorem 4.1 [17] proves that for any family of bundling homomorphisms and any choice of parameters the general
construction:
(1) produces correct signature;
(2) a polynomially bounded signer cannot construct a valid signature and a proof of forgery;
(3) if an acceptable signature s∗ 6= sign(sk,m∗) is found the signer can construct a proof of forgery.
Moreover for two chosen parameters k and σ , a good prekey K and two messagesm,m∗ ∈ M , withm 6= m∗, let
T := {d ∈ G|h(d) = 1 ∧ (m∗ −m)d = 0}. (1)
Theorem 4.2 [17] shows that given s = sign(sk,m) and a forged signature s∗ ∈ G such that test(pk,m∗, s∗) = ok, the
probability that s∗ = sign(sk,m∗) is at most |T |/2τ and so the best chance of success for an unrestricted forger to construct
an undetectable forgery is bounded by |T |/2τ . Thus to provide the required level of securityσ , wemust choose |T |/2τ ≤ 2−σ .
Provable security
This general construction is the basis of all known provably secure constructions of FSS. It provides a powerful framework
by which proving security of a scheme is reduced to specifying the underlying homomorphism, and determining the
bundling degree and the set T . Hence, to prove security of a scheme two steps are required.
(1) showing that the scheme is in fact an instance of the general construction;
(2) determine bundling parameter and the size of the set T .
We note that the second generic construction of FSS can be found in [22]. Nonetheless, we do not employ this generic
construction in this paper rather than following the one from [17] since the construction in [22] mainly concentrates on
how to achieve a provably secure FSS scheme from an authentication code.
3. A short FSS scheme
In this section we propose a new FSS scheme based on factorization and show that it is an instance of the general
construction. Proof of forgery is by revealing the secret key kept by the dealer and so verifying the proof is very efficient.
For simplicity, we describe our scheme with a single recipient model. As in [29], the scheme can be extended to multiple
recipient by employing a coin-flipping protocol.
As the other FSS schemes, the basic scheme is one-time and can be only used once, however, it is possible to extend the
scheme to sign multiple messages [1,10,18,29].
Before describing our scheme, we recall some basic preliminaries and notations as follows [25].
Definition 3.1. [25] Let
n = pe11 · · · perr
where pi denotes a prime number. An Euler number φ(n) is computed as
φ(n) = pe1−11 (p1 − 1) · · · per−1r (pr − 1).
Let λ(n) denote the exponent of Z∗n . Then, by the Chinese remainder theorem
λ(n) = lcm(λ(pe11 ), · · · , λ(perr ))
where for any prime power pe, we have
λ(pe) =
{
pe−1(p− 1) if p 6= 2 or e ≤ 2
2e−2 if p = 2 and e ≥ 3
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and
lcm(a, b) = ab
gcd(a, b)
.
Applying Definition 3.1 to the case where n = pq, where p and q are prime numbers, we obtain the following definition.
Definition 3.2. Let n = pq, where p, q are prime numbers which are not 2. Then, φ(n) = (p− 1)(q− 1). Furthermore, we
have
λ(n) = lcm(λ(p), λ(q))
= lcm((p− 1), (q− 1))
= (p− 1)(q− 1)
gcd((p− 1), (q− 1))
= φ(n)
gcd(p− 1, q− 1) .
Now we are ready to describe our scheme as follows.
Model
There is only a single recipient, R who also plays the role of the trusted center and performs prekey generation of the
scheme.
Prekey generation
Given the two security parameters k and σ ,R chooses two large primes p and q, where p = c1βp′ + 1, q = c2βq′ + 1,
p′, q′, β are also prime, (c1, c2) ∈ Z and gcd(c1, c2) = 2 (which means that both c1, c2 = 2c˜, c˜ ∈ Z). For simplicity, assume
c1 = 2 and c2 = 4. To guarantee security, |β|2 must be chosen such that the subgroup discrete logarithm problem for the
multiplicative subgroup of order β in Z∗n be intractable (for example, |n|2 ≈ 1881 bits and |β|2 ≈ 151 bits [15]).R computes
n = pq, and selects an element α such that the multiplicative order of α modulo n is β , and gcd(α, c1c2β2p′q′) = 1. Note
that φ(n) = c1c2β2p′q′, and λ(n) = c1c2β2p′q′β . Since gcd(c1, c2) = 2, we can let c1 = 2c ′1 and c2 = 2c ′2 and further obtain
λ(n) = 4c′1c′2β2p′q′2β = 2c ′1c ′2βp′q′ (See Justification 3.1 for the detail). Let Nβ denote the subgroup of Z∗n generated by α. R
also chooses a secret random number a ∈ Nβ and computes γ = αa (mod n). (α, β, γ , n) is published and (p, q, a) is kept
secret.We note that although the factors of n are of a particular form, to our knowledge there is no known efficient algorithm
for factorization that can be applied in this case. We note that similar construction is used in [7,8]. We also note that when
c1 = c2 = 2, the construction of n coincides with [7,8].
Justification 3.1. For the above setting, we obtain λ(n) = 2c ′1c ′2βp′q′.
Proof. Let p = c1βp′+ 1, q = c2βq′+ 1, p′, q′, β are also prime, and gcd(c1, c2) = 2. Applying Definition 3.2, we obtain the
following.
φ(n) = (p− 1)(q− 1) = c1βp′c2βq′ = c1c2β2p′q′.
Now, since gcd(c1, c2) = 2, we can let c1 = 2c ′1 and c2 = 2c ′2. Note that gcd(c1, c2) = gcd(2c ′1, 2c ′2) will remain as 2. If we
re-compute φ(n) using this setting, we will obtain
φ(n) = c1c2β2p′q′ = 2c ′12c ′2β2p′q′ = 4c ′1c ′2β2p′q′.
Furthermore,
gcd(p− 1, q− 1) = gcd(c1βp′, c2βq′) = gcd(2c ′1βp′, 2c ′2βq′) = 2β.
Hence, we can compute λ(n) using Definition 3.2 as
λ(n) = φ(n)






= 2c ′1c ′2βp′q′
as claimed. 
Lemma 3.1. It is easy forR to find an element α where ordn(α) = β , for p = c1βp′+1 and q = c2βq′+1 and gcd(c1, c2) = 2,
whenR knows the factorization of n.
Proof. To find an element α where ordn(α) = β ,R will perform the following.
(1) Compute λ(n) = 2c ′1c ′2βp′q′, where c ′1 = c12 and c ′2 = c22 .
(2) Find an element g ∈ Z∗n of order λ(n). To do so,R can randomly choose an element g ∈ Z∗n , find its order and if not equal
to λ(n), choose another value. The algorithm is efficient because ordn(g)|φ(n) and φ(n) has small number of factors.
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(3) Set
α = g2c′1c′2p′q′ (mod n).
It is easy to see that ordn(α) = β . 
Prekey verification
Prekey verification will be done by the signer S by verifying
αβ
?= 1 (mod n) and α 6= 1 (mod n).
A prekey is good if the above equation holds.
Key generation
S selects a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ Zβ as his secret key and computes
η1 = αa1γ a2 (mod n) and η2 = αb1γ b2 (mod n).
The public key is (η1, η2).
Signing a messagem
To sign a messagem ∈ Zβ , S computes
s1 = a1 + b1m (mod β) and s2 = a2 + b2m (mod β)
and publishes (s1, s2) as his signature onm.
Verifying a signature




?= αs1γ s2 (mod n)
holds.
The verification algorithm works because
η1η
m





= αa1+b1mγ a2+b2m (mod n)
= αs1γ s2 (mod n). 
Proof of forgery
If there is a forged signature (s′1, s
′
2) which passes the verification test, then the presumed signer can generate his own
signature, namely (s1, s2), on the same message, and the following equation will hold:
αs1γ s2 = αs′1γ s′2 (mod n)
αs1+as2 = αs′1+as′2 (mod n)
αs1−s
′
1 = αa(s′2−s2) (mod n)
s1 − s′1 = a(s′2 − s2) (mod β)
a = (s1 − s′1)(s′2 − s2)−1 (mod β).
By evaluating a, S can show that he can solve an instance of discrete logarithm problem which was assumed to be hard.
Proof. From the above proof of forgery steps, it is true that
αs1−s
′
1 = αa(s′2−s2) (mod n)
s1 − s′1 = a(s′2 − s2) (mod β)
because ordn(α) = β . 
3.1. Security proof
Firstly, we show that the scheme is an instance of the general construction proposed in [17]with the following underlying
bundling homomorphism family.
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Bundling homomorphism
• Key Generation: On input the security parameters k and σ , two primes p and q with |q|2 = σ and |p|2 ≈ |q|2,
p = c1βp′ + 1; q = c2βq′ + 1; gcd(c1, c2) = 2; (c1, c2) ∈ Z; and an element α where ordn(α) = β are chosen. Let
γ = αa (mod n). The key will be (p, q, α, β, γ ).
• Families of Groups: Let n = pq. Define GK = Zβ and HK = Z∗n . The homomorphism h(p,q,α,β,γ ) is
h(p,q,α,β,γ ) : Zβ × Zβ → Z∗n , a1, a2 ∈ Zβ; h(p,q,α,β,γ )(a1, a2) = αa1γ a2 (mod n).
Discrete Logarithm (DL) assumption for a general finite group [16]
Given I = (n, α, β), where n is a composite number, α is an element of Z∗n and β ∈ Z∗n , where
αa ≡ β (mod n)
it is hard to find an integer a = logαβ .
Theorem 3.1. Under the above DL assumption [16], the above construction is a family of bundling homomorphisms.
Proof. To show that the above definition is a bundling homomorphism, we have to show that (definition 4.1 [17]),
(1) For any µ ∈ Z∗n where µ = αa1γ a2 (mod n), (a1, a2) ∈ Zβ × Zβ , there are β preimages in Zβ .
(2) For a given µ ∈ Z∗n where µ = αa1γ a2 (mod n), (a1, a2) ∈ Zβ × Zβ , it is difficult to find a pair (a˜1, a˜2) such that
αa˜1γ a˜2 = µ (mod n).
(3) It is hard to find two pairs (a1, a2), (a˜1, a˜2) ∈ Zβ × Zβ that map to the same value.
To prove property 1, we note that knowingµ = αk (mod n) = αa1γ a2 (mod n) for γ = αa (mod n) and ordn(α) = β ,
there exists exactly β different values of (a˜1, a˜2) in Zβ that satisfy k = a˜1 + aa˜2 (mod β). Hence there are β preimages for
µ in Zβ .
Now givenµ = αa1+aa2 (mod n), finding a1+ aa2 is equivalent to solving an instance of DL problem [16], which is hard
(property 2).
Property 3 means that it is difficult to find (a1, a2) and (a˜1, a˜2) such that αa1γ a2 = αa˜1γ a˜2 (mod n). Suppose that there
is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm A˜ that could compute such a collision. Then, we construct an algorithm D˜ that
on input (n, α, β, γ ), where γ = αa (mod n), outputs the secret value a as follows:
First, D˜ runs A˜, and if A˜ outputs a collision, i.e. (s1, s2) and (s˜1, s˜2), such that αs1γ s2 = α s˜1γ s˜2 (mod n), then D˜ computes:
αs1γ s2 = αs′1γ s′2 (mod n)
αs1+as2 = αs′1+as′2 (mod n)
αs1−s
′
1 = αa(s′2−s2) (mod n)
s1 − s′1 = a(s′2 − s2) (mod β)
a = (s1 − s′1)(s′2 − s2)−1 (mod β).
D˜ is successful with the same probability as A˜ and almost equally efficient. Hence, it contradicts with the DL assumption
[16]. 
Theorem 3.2. The FSS scheme described above is secure for the signer.
According to the Theorem 4.2 in [17], we must find the size of the set T :
T := {(c1, c2) ∈ Zβ × Zβ |αc1γ c2 = 1 (mod n) ∧ (m′(c1 + ac2) = 0)}
for all values ofm′ between 1 and β − 1, given that the prekey is good. Since (0, 0) is the only element of this set, then the
size of the set T is 1.
Together with theorem 4.2 [17], this implies that it suffices to choose τ = σ in the proposed scheme. 
3.2. Efficiency comparison
In this section we compare efficiency of the proposed scheme with the best known FSS schemes. Efficiency of an FSS
scheme has been measured in terms of three length parameters: the lengths of the secret key, the public key and the
signature, and the amount of computation required in each case. To compare two FSSswe fix the level of security provided by
the two schemes and find the size of the three length parameters, and the number of operations (for examplemultiplication)
required for signing and testing.
Table 1 gives the results of comparison of four FSS schemes when the security levels of the receiver and the sender are
given by k and σ , respectively. In this comparison, the first two schemes (first and second column of the table) are chosen
because they have provable security. The first scheme, proposed by van Heijst and Pedersen [29], is the most efficient and
provably secure scheme, which is based on discrete logarithm assumption.We refer this scheme as DL scheme in this paper.
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Table 1
Comparison of efficiency parameters.
DL [29] Fact [30,17] RSA based [28] Our FSS
PK (mult) 4K 2K 4K 4K
Sign (mult) 2 K 2 2
Test (mult) 3K 2K+ σ 3K 3K
Length of SK (bits) 4K 4K+ 2σ 4K 4K
Length of PK (bits) 2Kˆ 2K 2K 2Kˆ
Length of a signature (bits) 2K 2K+ σ 4K 2K
Underlying hard problem DL Factorization Factorization Factorization
The second scheme is a factorization based FSS proposed in [30,17]. The third scheme is the RSA based FSS scheme [28].
This scheme is included for completeness and to represent an FSS scheme based on factorization assumption. Column four
corresponds to our proposed scheme.
We note that there are several other schemes in the literature such as [21,22,26,27,24]. Nonetheless, we do not include
those schemes and rather select the above three schemes for the following reasons. The schemes in [21,22] are generic
construction of FSS schemes from A-codes, and therefore the resulting constructions are rather inefficient. Note that these
works provide the second fundamental result on FSS schemes in addition to the seminal paper of [17]. The schemes in [26,
27,24] are all based on factorization assumption. Susilo et al. [27] proposed an efficient factorization assumption FSS scheme
whichwas later on shown to be insecure in [24] if the parameters are not chosen carefully. Samoa [24] offered a solution to fix
the scheme in [27] but the scheme will be rather inefficient. Furthermore, Samoa [24] also presented a secure factorization-
based FSS scheme that relies on a composite number n = p2q, and therefore the result is rather inefficient. Independently,
Susilo andMu [26] proposed a factorization-based FSS scheme that uses theHensel-RSA technique. Nonetheless, this scheme
is also inefficient since the resulting signature size is rather large.
We use the same value of σ and k for all the systems and determine the size of the three length parameters. The
hard underlying problem in all three schemes are Discrete Logarithm (DL) problem, Subgroup DL [15] and/or Factorization
problem. This means the same level of receiver’s security (given by the value of parameter k) translates into different size
primes and moduli. In particular, the security level of a 151 bits subgroup discrete logarithm with basic primes of at least
1881 bits, is the same as factorization of a 1881 bits RSA modulus [15].
To find the required size of primes in DL scheme, assuming security parameters (k, σ ) are given, first K = max(k, σ )
is found and then the prime q is chosen such that |q|2 ≥ K . The bundling degree in this scheme is q and the value of p is
chosen such that q|p − 1 and (p − 1)/q be upper-bounded by a polynomial in K (page 237 and 238 [19]). The size of |p|2
must be chosen according to standard discrete logarithm problem, which for adequate security must be at least 1881 bits
[15]. However, the size of |q|2 can be chosen as low as 151 bits [15]. Since |p|2 and |q|2 are to some extent independent, we
use Kˆ to denote |p|2.
In the factorization scheme of [17], the security level of the sender, σ satisfies τ = ρ+σ where τ is the bundling degree
and 2ρ is the size of the message space. Security parameter of the receiver, k, is determined by the difficulty of factoring the
modulus n. Now for a given pair of security parameters, (k, σ ), the size of modulus Nk is determined by k but determining τ
requires knowledge of the size of the message space. Assume ρ = |p|2 ≈ |q|2 = Nk/2. This means that τ = σ + Nk/2. Now
the efficiency parameters of the system can be given as shown in the table. In particular the size of secret and public keys
are 2(τ + Nk) and 2Nk respectively.
In RSA-based FSS scheme [28], τ = |φ(n)|2, and security of the receiver is determined by the difficulty of factoring n. This
means that τ ≈ |n|2. To design a system with security parameters (k, σ ), first Nk, the modulus size that provides security
level k for the receiver is determined and then K = max(σ , |Nk|2). The modulus n is chosen such that |n|2 = K . With this
choice, the system provides adequate security for the sender and the receiver.
In our proposed scheme bundling degree, and hence security level of the sender is σ = τ = |β|2. The security of the
receiver is determined by the difficulty of factorization of n and discrete logarithm in a subgroup of size β in Z∗n . Assume
|p|2 ≈ |q|2 ≈ |n|22 and n ≈ c × |β|2. Then we first find Nk which is the modulus size for which factorization has difficulty
k. Next, we find Fk,Nk which is the minimum size of a multiplicative subgroup of Z
∗
n for which subgroup discrete logarithm
has hardness k. Finally, we choose K = max(Fk,Nk , σ ) and set |β|2 = K . With these choices, the sender and receiver’s level
of security is at least σ and k, respectively. We use Kˆ to represent |n|2.
The proposed scheme is more efficient than the factorization scheme of [28] and [17] and is as efficient as the DL scheme.
In DL scheme, to achieve the adequate security, K must be chosen to be at least 151 bits, and Kˆ must be at least 1881 bits
[15]. These are also the values required by our scheme.
We note that if we move the DL scheme to the pairing group, then we will not achieve a better result. As shown in the
above table, the DL scheme will require the size of the signature to be 2K. For completeness, the bilinear pairing is reviewed
as follows. The bilinear pairing e that will be used is the admissible bilinear pairing, which is defined over two groups of the
same prime-order q denoted by G1 and G2. Suppose that G1 is generated by g . Then, e : G1 × G1 × G2 has the following
properties: (1) Bilinear: e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab, for all a, b ∈ Zq and (2) Non-degenerate: e(g, g) 6= 1. In the bilinear pairing
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version of the above DL scheme2 [29], the bundling homomorphism will map G1 × G1 → G2, which implies that the size
of the signature will be 2K = 2|G2| ≈ 2× 160 bits= 320 bits (cf. 302 bits in our scheme).
4. Conclusions
We constructed a short FSS scheme based on factorization and discrete logarithmwhich is provably secure. Interestingly,
although our scheme uses factorization assumption, we can achieve a shorter signature compared to the existing schemes
based on the same assumption. We note that in the existing literature, all FSS schemes based on factorization will produce
a very long signature size compared to the FSS schemes that are based on discrete logarithm assumption. Furthermore, our
scheme does not incorporate any pairing operations (in contrast to any other signature schemes with special properties
which use these operations).
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